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CROSSPOINT SWITCH WITH INDEPENDENT SCHEDULERS

FIELD OF INVENTION

The field of the invention relates to networking in general and

switching system architecture more specifically.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Networking switches are used to quickly transport traffic across

different connections at a network node. Figure 1 shows an architectural

perspective of a typical networking switch. Incoming traffic (from inbound

physical lines 102a-x) enters the switch at various adapter cards 103a-y and

is subsequendy processed by ingress ports 104a-z. The traffic is then

directed from the ingress ports 104a-z to the switching fabric 105. The

switching fabric 105 then directs the traffic to the appropriate egress ports

106a-z from whence its ultimately sent to adapter cards 103a-y and

outbound physical lines 107a-x. A single adapter card typically has both

inbound and outbound physical lines 102, 107 thus the same adapter card

(e.g., adapter card 103a) is shown in Figure 1 on the ingress and egress sides

of the switching fabric 105.

There are typically six basic levels of a switch: inbound physical lines

102, adapter cards 103, ingress,ports 104, the switch fabric 105, egress ports

106, and outbound physical lines 107. Ingress ports send network traffic to

the switching fabric while egress ports are logic levels that collect network

traffic from the switching fabric. Sometimes the ports are located on the

adapter cards while in other instances the ports are located on separate logic

cards that logically fit between the adapter cards and the switch core.
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It is important to note that the number of physical lines (x) does not

necessarily equal the number of adapter cards (y) or the number of

ingress/egress ports (z). For example, one adapter card may support more

than one physical line (e.g., adapter card 103a may support physical lines

102a-c and 107a-c). Furthermore, the number of adapter cards (y) does not

necessarily equal the number of ports (z). For example, port 104a may

aggregate traffic from adapter cards 103a-b. Thus, the switch architecture

may aggregate traffic flow at different levels within the switch.

Regardless of the switch design, however, usually all switch

architectures may be reduced to the generic design 200 shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 shows ingress ports 204a-n with incoming traffic 201a-n, egress

ports 206a-n with outgoing traffic 208a-n and switching fabric 205.

Depending on the degree of lower level aggregation, incoming traffic 201a-n

may be traffic from a single physical line, multiple physical lines, a single

adapter card or multiple adapter cards.

The switch fabric 205 is may be broken down into smaller switching

planes 209a-h. Each ingress and egress port 204a-n, 206a-n has one switch

channel (e.g., 210a-210h) to each switching plane 209a-h such that any

switching plane 209a-h may accept network traffic from any ingress port

204a-n and direct it to any egress port 206a-n. The bandwidth of the switch

is proportional to the total number of switch planes 209 within the switch

fabric 205. Central to the overall performance of the switch is a scheduler

(not shown) which grants permission to each ingress port 204 to send

network traffic to the switch fabric 205.

Some prior art designs only have one scheduler per switch fabric 205.

Unfortunately, a single scheduler can only schedule a single set of paths
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from the ingress ports 204 to the egress ports 206. As a result different

packets or cells cannot simultaneously use the multiple switch planes 209a-h

which forces the switch planes 209a-h to switch multiple parts of the same

cell. This reduces reliability and prevents scaleable operation.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An apparatus is described comprising an ingress port, a plurality of

switch planes having a dedicated scheduler, each of the switch planes

communicatively coupled to the ingress port. Also, a method is described

comprising queuing traffic at an ingress port, requesting switch plane

service for the traffic across a plurality of switch planes, and scheduling the

traffic independently at each of the switch planes. *

The other features and advantages of the present invention will be

apparent from the accompanying drawings and from the detailed

description that follows below.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention is illustrated by way of example and not

limitation in the figures of the accompanying drawings, in which like

references indicate similar elements, and in which:

Figure 1 shows an architectural perspective of a typical networking

switch.

Figure 2 shows a generic design of the switch shown in Figure 1.

Figure 3 shows a switch architecture having multiple independent

schedulers.

Figure 4a shows a switch frame format.
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Figure 4b shows a switch frame request field format.

Figure 4c shows a grant frame format.

Figure 5 shows a service request mapping.

Figure 6 shows a complete switching process.

Figure 7 shows an architecture of a switch plane having independent

scheduling.

Figure 8 shows a switch plane selection process.

Figure 9a shows a first iteration of a switch plane selection

process.

Figure 9b shows a second iteration of a switch plane selection

process.

Figure 10a shows a translation from switch frame service request to

priority level.

Figure 10b shows preference ranking schemes for multicast and

unicast preferred modes.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

An apparatus is described comprising an ingress port and a plurality

of switch planes where each of the switch planes has a dedicated scheduler

and each of the switch planes is communicatively coupled to the ingress

port. The switch planes may further have at least one input control port and

at least one output control port where each of the input control ports are

coupled to each of the output control ports in a crossbar arrangement The

communicative coupling may further comprise one of the input control

ports coupled to the ingress port. Furthermore, the ingress port may have at

least one unicast queue which is dedicated to a specific egress port. The
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ingress port may also have a multicast queue. The dedicated scheduler may

further comprise a pointer to determine priority between multicast and

unicast traffic, a pointer to determine priority between contending input

control ports having multicast traffic and/or a pointer for each of the output

control ports to determine priority between contending input control ports

having unicast traffic. Hie apparatus may also further comprise a plurality

of ingress ports where each of the ingress ports is communicatively coupled

to one of each of the input control ports.

A further apparatus is described where the ingress port has a request

controller and the request controller is coupled to a unicast queue and a

multicast queue and the request controller also has a mapping unit

configured to map a service request for the unicast and multicast queues.

This further apparatus also has a plurality of switch planes where each of

the switch planes has a dedicated scheduler and each of the switch planes is

communicatively coupled to the request controller in order to receive the

requests. The mapping unitmay further configured to simultaneously map

a plurality of service requests organized into a frame. Frames may also

further comprise a request type field for indicating unicast traffic requests

are within the unicast frame.

Another apparatus may further comprise a plurality of unicast

queues where each of the service requests to one of each of the unicast

queues. Each of the request fields may indicate a request for primary or

secondary service as well as a request for speed up or no speed up. The

frame may further comprise a multicast frame for requesting service for

traffic queued in the multicast queue and the frame may also have a request

type field for indicating multicast traffic requests are within the multicast
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frame. This apparatus may further comprise a plurality of egress ports

coupled to each of the plurality of switch planes each of the service requests

corresponding to one of each of the egress ports. Each of the request fields

may indicate a request for speedup or no speedup. The frame may further

comprise traffic whose previous request for service was granted. The traffic

may beATM traffic.

Also, a method is described comprising queuing traffic at an ingress

port, requesting switch plane service for said traffic across a plurality of

switch planes and scheduling said traffic independently at each of said

switch planes. The method may further comprise queuing unicast traffic

into a unicast queue or queuing unicast traffic into a plurality of unicast

queues. Furthermore, each of the plurality of unicast queues may

correspond to an egress port. The requesting of switch plane service may

further comprise spreading service requests for the traffic in a round robin

fashion across the plurality of switch planes. It may also further comprise

spreading service requests for the traffic in a round robin fashion across the

plurality of switch planes where each of the service requests indicate either a

request for primary service or a request for secondary service. It may also

further comprise mapping service requests for queued cells into frames.

The method may also comprise a plurality of unicast queues wherein

one of the frames is sent to each of the switch planes per cycle where one of

the service requests exists per unicast queued cell and the mapping is

performed in an independent per queue round robin fashion across the

plurality of switch planes. The method may also further comprise a

plurality of unicast queues wherein a head of line unicast queued cell is

mapped as a primary request and non head of line unicast queued cells are
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mapped as secondary requests. Also there may be a plurality of unicast

queues wherein all of the queued cells of one of the unicast queues are

mapped as primary requests.

The method may also queue multicast traffic into a multicast queue.

Furthermore, one of the frames may be sent to each of the switch planes per

cycle where one frame exists per queued multicast cell. Multicast cells may

be mapped only as a primary requests. The multicast traffic may be queued

into a multicast queue and unicast traffic may be queued into a plurality of

unicast queues where each of the plurality of unicast queues corresponds to

an egress queue. The head of line unicast cells may be mapped as primary

requests, non head of line unicast cells may be mapped as secondary

requests and the head of line multicast cell may be mapped as a primary

request.

There may also be a plurality of request fields where each of the

request fields correspond to an egress port. The requesting switch plane

service may further comprise including traffic whose prior request was

granted. The traffic may be a combination of multicast traffic and unicast

traffic and the requesting of switch plane service may further comprise a

prior resolution of conflict between multicast and unicast traffic. The traffic

may beATM traffic and the cells may beATM cells. The frames may

comprise multicast frames and unicast frames.

Another method is described comprising sending service requests to

a plurality of switch planes such that each of the switch planes

independently execute a scheduling method and each of the scheduling

methods comprise: 1) a request phase wherein a plurality of input control

ports request connection from a plurality of output control ports; 2) a grant
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phase wherein the plurality of output control ports at least partially grant

the requests and 3) an accept phase wherein those input control ports having

received at least one of said grants accepts a grant Each of the input control

ports may be communicatively coupled to the plurality of ingress ports such

that each of the ingress ports sends service requests to an input control port.

The request phase may further comprise translating the service requests to a

connection request prior to requesting connection where the service requests

have egress port information and each of the connection requests is sent to

the appropriate egress port for each of the service requests. The connection

requests may further comprise high priority connection requests, cell

available connection requests and low priority connection requests, where

the grant phase further comprises independent execution at each of the

output control ports and each of the independent executions grant high

priority connection requests before the cell available connection requests and

grant the cell available connection requests before low priority connection

requests.

Translating may further comprise translating a primary with speed

up request to a high priority connection request, translating a primary

without speedup service request to a cell available connection request

and/or translating further comprises translating a secondary request to a

low priority connection request.

Hie grant phase may further comprise independent execution at each

of the output control ports. The grant phase may also further comprise each

of the output control ports only issuing one grant per cycle. The grant phase

may further comprise an output control port referring to a pointer to

determine whether to grant a unicast connection request or a multicast
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connection request The output control port may refer to a pointer to

determine which of a plurality of multicast connection requests to grant.

The output control port may also refer to a pointer to determine which of a

plurality of unicast connection requests to grant The accept phase may

further comprise each of the input control ports only issuing one said grant

per cycle. The input control port may refer to a pointer to determine

whether to accept a granted unicast connection request or a granted

multicast connection request. The input control port may refer to a pointer

to determine which of a plurality of granted multicast connection requests to

accept The input control port may refer to a pointer to determine which

granted unicast connection request to accept

The scheduling method may further comprise a second request phase,

a second grant phase and a second acceptance phase such that only those

input control ports having not received any of the grant phase grants

participate and only those output control ports having not received any of

the acceptance phase acceptances participate. The scheduling method may

further comprise a third request phase, a third grant phase and a third

acceptance phase such that only those input control ports having not

received any second phase grants participate and only those output control

ports having not received any second acceptance phase acceptances

participate.

Figure 3 shows an embodiment of a switch architecture 300 having

multiple independent schedulers 316a-h. In the particular embodiment of

Figure 3 there are 14 ingress/egress ports 304a-n/306a-n and 8 switch planes

309a-h within switch fabric 305. Other embodiments may include more or

fewer ports or switch planes 309 as the number of ports 304, 306 and the
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number of switch planes 309 are independent of each other. Also, the

architecture described herein is inherently expandable to any number of

ports and any number switch planes. Thus n and h may be any value even

though 14 and 8 have been chosen respectively for these values as to this

discussion.

Furthermore, the following figures and discussion relate only to an

ATM switch where the incoming and outgoing network traffic is in the form

ofATM cells. However, it is evident that the general approach described

herein is applicable to any technology that organizes data into packet or

packet-like data structures. Packet switching is applicable to many different

technology areas besides ATM including other networking related

technologies (such as ethernet or any H.323 based technology) as well as

computing related technologies.

As discussed in the background, ingress ports 304a-n are architectural

levels that send network traffic to the switch fabric 305. Egress ports 306a-n

are architectural levels that collect network traffic from the switch fabric.

Also, switch planes 309 are the basic building blocks of a switch fabric 305.

Switch planes 309 are logic units capable of directing incoming traffic from a

number of different inputs to any of a number of different outputs. The

more switch planes 309 vised to build a switch fabric, the more bandwidth

the switch fabric has. Typically switch planes are implemented in a crossbar

arrangement which means there is a channel between every switch plane

input and every switch plane output. Other switch plane embodiments may

be implemented, for example, in a Banyan arrangement rather than a

crossbar arrangement.
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Figure 3 shows associated with ingress port 304a: 1) a set of unicast

queues 312a-n; 2) a multicast queue 313 and 3) a request controller 314. It is

to be understood that the other ingress ports 304b-m have a similar design;

however, for purposes of simplicity as to Figure 3 only ingress port 304a is

drawn with these features. A unicast queue 312 queues unicastATM cells

while a multicast queue 313 queues multicast ATM cells. A unicastATM
cell is an incomingATM cell having only one destination egress port 306. A

multicastATM cell is an incomingATM cell having more than one

destination egress port 306, thus multicast ATM cells require some form of

duplication within the switch so that each applicable egress port 306 has its

ownATM cell. In one of the embodiments discussed herein, the duplication

occurs after an incoming cell leaves the ingress port 304. Thus only one

multicast ATM cell is transported through the ingress port and sent to the

switch fabric. UnicastATM cells implement point to point ATM connections

while multicastATM cells implement point to multipoint connections such

as teleconferencing. Again, this approach is not limited to ATM but any

packet or cell based approach.

For one embodiment, there is one unicast queue 312a-n for each

egress port 306a-n. That is, the destination (i.e., an egress port 306) of each

incoming unicast cell is identified before the cell is queued in a unicast

queue 312. Cells are binned in a specific unicast queue 312 dedicated to cells

destined only for a specific egress port 306. For example, an incoming ATM

cell destined for egress port 306b is binned in unicast queue 312b while an

ATM cell destined for egress port 306n is binned in unicast queue 312n. All

incoming multicast cells, regardless of destination (i.e., egress port 306) are

binned in the multicast queue 313. Other embodiments may use more than
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one unicast queue per egress port; or more than one multicast queue. So

doing will allow the switch to handle more traffic load before dropping cells.

If such multiple queue per egress port or multiple multicast queue

embodiments are implemented, the sequencing of the cells should be

organized and tracked.

In the embodiment of Figure 3, the request controller 314 is

responsible, at each appropriate clock tick, for selecting queued cells and

then issuing service requests to the switch fabric 305 by the next appropriate

clock tide The general perspective is that each queued cell is its own entity

that must first request (and then be granted) service by the switch fabric 305

before the switch fabric 305 switches the cell. A service request (also

referred to as a request) is a form of communication between an ingress port

304 and the switch fabric 305 where the switch fabric 305 is in some manner

asked to switch a cell currently queued in the ingress port 304. For one

embodiment, the switch fabric 305 is only aware of the cell's destination and

does not need to know where on the ingress port 304 the cell is located.

The request controller 314 is responsible for implementing service

requests for appropriate cells. The request controller 314 selects which cells

are to request service and then implements the service request process for

the selected cells. Thus the request controller may have an organization of

logic gates, referred to as a mapping unit, that maps the various requests in

an organized manner. A map is any organized presentation of service

requests. The specific logic design of the mapping unit may vary

depending on the form ofmap employed. Furthermore, logic designs may

vary simply due to design choices or preferences madeby the designer. One

skilled in the art may readily design any mapping unit as only ordinary
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circuit design skills are involved. Usually, the selection and implementation

processes are executed within each dock cycle. Clock cycle boundaries are

marked at sequential clock ticks. Thus terms like "dock tick" and "cyde"

refer to the system's periodic operation.

Before describing the request controller's cell selection process, an

embodiment of a service request implementation process (i.e., mapping) will

first be described. That is, an organized manner in which service requests

are sent to the switch fabric 305 will be first described. In the example of

Figure 3, the request controller 314 constructs a switch frame 315a-h that is

sent to each switch plane 309a-h on each dock tick. Each switch frame

contains service requests for selected cells queued in the ingress port. In the

embodiment of Figure 3, the request controller 314 sends 8 switch frames

315a-h on every dock tick. As switch frames 315a-h are physically sent to

the switch planes 309a-h, the ingress port 304a is communicatively coupled

to switch planes 309a-h. That is, a platform exists such that the ingress port

304a can issue service requests to the switch planes 309a-h and the switch

planes 309a-h may respond to the service requests. These platforms may be

point to point channels between the ingress ports 304 and switch planes 309.

Because the request controller 314 constructs the switch frames, ultimately

the switch planes 309a-h are also communicatively coupled to the request

controller 314 as well. Any of a number of various applicable means within

the art may be used to communicatively couple the ingress port 304a (or

request controller 314) to the switch planes 309a-h.

Essentially, every switch plane 309a-h has it own dedicated scheduler

316a-h. The dedicated schedulers 316 dedde which cell, on the next dock

tick, will actually enter its corresponding switch plane 309 for switching. A
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scheduler 316 is responsible for organizing connections between a switch

plane's inputs and its outputs. Thus, if a switch plane has a dedicated

scheduler (e.g., dedicated scheduler 316a of switch plane 309a), the switch

plane itself (e.g., 309a) is capable of organizing the connections between its

inputs and outputs. Referring back to the background, past designs used

one scheduler for a plurality of switch planes which limited the capability of

the switch fabric. By having independent schedulers, each switch plane has

the intelligence to manage its own traffic which ultimately improves system

throughput From here on, multiple terms will be used to refer to the

dedicated schedulers. These include: independent scheduler, scheduler,

switch plane scheduler, etc. It is to be understood that these terms are all

synonymous with the term "dedicated scheduler".

As discussed, each switch frame 315a-h contains service requests for

those queued cells the request controller 314 has identified as needing

switching service from the corresponding switch plane 309a-h the switch

frames 315a-h are sent to.

There are two selection processes: 1) A first selection process,

hereinafter referred to as an ingress port selection process, that selects which

of the queued cells will request service from the switch fabric 305 and also

what degree of service will be requested; and 2) a second selection process,

hereinafter referred to as a switch plane selection process, that selects which

of the aforementioned requests are to be granted. The ingress port selection

process has already been briefly referred to as a selection process executed

by the request controller 314. Also, in the embodiments discussed herein,

each switch plane 309a-h executes its own switch plane selection process (via

its dedicated scheduler 316a-h) independently of the other switch planes.
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For this reason, Figure 3 shows each switch plane 309a-h having its own

corresponding scheduler 316a-h. The switch plane selection process is an

integral part of the independent scheduler's operation. That is, granting

service requests is a component of organizing connections between a switch

plane's input and its output.

As the embodiment shown in Figure 3 shows each ingress port 304a-n

having a set of unicast queues, a multicast queue and a request controller

(not shown for ingress ports 304b-n), each ingress port 304a-n sends switch

frames (e.g., 315a-h) to each switch plane scheduler 316a-h. A switch frame

(eg., 315a) is a form of map, i.ev an organized presentation of service

requests. On every appropriate clock tick, every switch plane scheduler

316a-h receives a switch frame 315a-h from every ingress port 304a-n

producing a total ofnXh switch frames per clock tick. The collection of

multiple switch frames (e.g., 315a-h), as a whole, sent by an ingress port on a

clock tick is also a form of map. In the embodiment of Figure 3, 14 x 8 = 112

switch frames are sent to the switch fabric 305 per clock tick. Ideally, each

independent scheduler 316a-h fully responds to each request controller 314

before the next clock tick. Thus on the next outgoing switch frame, the

request controller may include the previous cycle's granted ATM cell (if

any).

In the embodiment discussed herein, each switch plane 309a-h may

transport one cell to each egress port 306 per clock tick. Thus, in the

embodiment of Figure 3, each switch plane 309 has the bandwidth to switch

14 cells (one to each egress port 306) per dock tick. As the total number of

requests coming from the nxh (14x8) switch frames 315 per clock tick may

exceed the available bandwidth of the switch fabric 305, sometimes requests
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are not granted. The process the independent schedulers 316 execute in

determining which cell requests are granted is also discussed in more detail

further ahead. The request controllers 314, switch planes 309 and switch

plane schedulers 316 should all operate synchronously with one another.

An embodiment of a switch frame format 415 is shown in Figure 4a.

As discussed, h switch frames 415 (e.g., 8 in the embodiment depicted in

Figure 3) are sent per ingress port per clock tick in the embodiment shown in

Figure 3. In this embodiment, the switch frame 415 is 60 bytes which

includes: 1) a four byte request field 401; 2) an error control byte 402 for the

four byte request field 401; 3) the previous cycle's granted ATM cell 403 (54

bytes = 6 bytes header 403a and 48 bytes payload 403b) and 4) an error

control byte 404 for theATM cell 403. The four byte request field 401

contains the aforementioned requests for those cells the request controller

decides need service from the specific switch plane the switch frame 415 is

directed to. Its size depends upon the number of unicast queues - thus as

the switch architecture varies so too may the size of the request field 401. A

null cell may be inserted into theATM cell 403 space if no grant was

obtained in the previous cycle. Other embodiments of the switch frame are

possible. For example, some switch frames may not include anATM cell.

Again, the details of an ingress port selection process executed by the

request controller is discussed ahead (including a discussion of a specific

mapping process that produces request field 401). Both error control bytes

402, 404 are used to ensure that bits within their corresponding fields are not

corrupted during the switch frame transmission process. Various error

detection schemes may be employed such as CRC or BIP. TheATM cell 403,

as discussed, is the cell granted by the switch plane from the previous cycle's
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request. No oversubscription exists at the switch plane level as each switch

frame 415 may carry one granted cell 403 and each switch plane receives 14

switch frames 415 per dock tick (in this embodiment). That is, there are 14

cells of offered load per clock tick and, as discussed, each switch plane can

service 14 cells per clock tick.

The Request Controller and the Ingress Port Selection Process

Next is the discussion concerning the request controller's cell

selection process (i.e., the ingress port selection process). As cell selection

and mapping are somewhat integrated, more specifics of a mapping

embodiment are also discussed. Figure 4b shows a more detailed view of an

embodiment of the switch frame request field 401 of Figure 4a. There are

four basic parts of this switch frame request field 401: 1) the switch frame

type field 405; 2) the switch frame request type bit 406; 3) the backpressure

bit 407 and 4) service requests 408a-n.

Hie switch frame type field 405 indicates the type of switch frame

being transmitted. A switch frame type field 405 value of 00 means the

frame has null cells (i.e. empty cell spaces that do not contain real customer

traffic) while a value of 10 means the switch frame has valid data cells. The

switch frame request type bit 406 indicates the switch frame type. Referring

briefly back to the embodiment of Figure 3, there are two different types of

switch frames 315: unicast and multicast that corresponds to unicast queues

312a-n and multicast queue 313, respectively. Essentially, unicast switch

frames carry requests for service of unicast traffic (Le., the cell(s) queued in

the unicast queues 312a-n) while multicast switch frames only carry requests

for service of multicast traffic (i.e., cell(s) queued in the multicast queue 313).
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As discussed, a multicast cell has multiple destination egress ports (e.g., to

realize point to multipoint traffic) whereas unicast traffic only has one

destination egress port (e.g., to realize point to point traffic).

In this embodiment, both unicast switch frames and multicast switch

frames are a map of service requests for queued cells to their proper egress

ports 306 within a single switch frame. A difference between multicast and

unicast switch frames, however, is multicast switch frames carry an egress

port map for a single queued cell while unicast switch frames may carry the

egress port map for each of a plurality of different queued cells. Thus, in

this embodiment, a single multicast switch frame is capable of requesting

service for at most one queued multicast cell while a single unicast switch

frame is capable of requesting service for more than one unicast queued cell.

Thus, part of the mapping sequence described in this embodiment involves

specific frame bit positions that correspond to specific egress ports.

Thus multicast switch frames map the service requests for the

multiple destination egress ports of a single incoming cell queued in the

multicast queue. Referring to Figure 5 as an example, there are three queued

multicast cells. Because the multicast queue 513 is in speedup mode, as

discussed later, the request controller 514 will request primary service for all

three multicast cells. Switch frames 515b, 515c, 515d correspond to these

requests. That is, switch frame 515b is the request for the first cell in the

multicast queue 513. Switch frames 515c and 515d correspond to the

requests for the second and third cells respectively. Switch frame 515b

indicates that the first multicast cell is destined for egress ports 1,2,3,4,13 and

14. Switch frames 515c and 515d indicate that the second and third multicast

cells must be sent to egress ports 5,6,7,8,13,14 and 2,3,13 respectively.
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Unicast switch frames 515a, 515e-h similarly map the service requests

for a queued cell to its egress port. Multiple cells may request service via a

unicast switch frame. As unicast traffic is queued according to egress port

(i.e., there is a unicast queue for each egress port), unicast switch frames

simply map the service requests for queued cells according to their unicast

queue/egress port Referring to Figure 5 again as an example: switch

frames 515a, 515e-h are unicast switch frames. Switch frame 515a is

requesting service for two unicast cells, one destined for egress port 1 the

other for egress port 14; switch frames 515e, 515f, 515g are requesting service

for only cell each that is destined for egress port 2, 12 and 1 respectively;

switch frame 515h (similar to switch frame 515a) is requesting service for

two unicast cells, one destined for egress port 1 and the other for egress port

14.

Figure 5 also shows varying degrees of service request. Determining

which cells receive which degree of service request is a part of the ingress

port selection process. That is, service requests are comprised of a two bit

field (e.g. service requests 508a-n of switch frame 515h), that are used to

request service for each egress port within each switch frame. Thus, in this

emodiment, there are four different service request states ((X), 01, 10 and 11).

00 simply means there is no cell requesting service for that egress port. For

example, switch frame 515h is not requesting any service for egress ports 2

through 13.

A service request value of 01 corresponds to a secondary request

while a value of 10 corresponds to a primary request Basically, service

requests are classified as primary or secondary. As discussed in further

detail ahead, primary service requests are typically granted service by the
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scheduler before secondary service requests are granted service. For this

embodiment all multicast service requests are classified as primary

(resulting in no secondary multicast service requests).

A service request value of 11 corresponds to a primary request with

speedup. In order to best understand speedup, a further discussion

concerning a mapping method of the request controller for selecting which

cell requests are placed in which switch frame is necessary. Such a

discussion, including more elaboration on the primary/secondary

classification follows.

As discussed, in reference to the embodiments shown in Figures 4

and 5 there is one service request 408a-n; 508a-n for each egress port (which

is also equal to the number of unicast queues). The request controller 514

(314 referring briefly back to Figure 3) attempts to prioritize the queued

traffic such that cells less tolerant to delay submit primary service requests

while those cells more tolerant of delay submit secondary service requests.

Typically, cells at the head of the line in a queue (i.e., the next

outgoing cell when the queue is serviced) are less tolerant of delay as they

have waited the longest for service. Thus in one embodiment, the request

controller deems cells waiting at the head of each unicast queue as priority.

As a preliminary example (and in reference to Figure 3), if only eight unicast

queues (such as unicast queues 312a-h feeding request controller 314) have

queued traffic while remaining unicast queues 312i-n are empty, the request

controller 314 will identify eight cells as priority cells (the head of line cell in

each of the eight unicast queues 312a-h). After identifying these eight

priority cells the request controller generates eight primary service requests

which are subsequently mapped into the switch frames. All other unicast
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queued traffic is non-priority and therefore generates secondary service

requests. These are also mapped into switch frames where possible. As

discussed below, the independent schedulers 316a-h are designed to tend to

favor primary service requests when issuing grants for service.

Figure 5 shows a more complicated example in order to better

understand how specific primary and secondary service requests are

mapped into specific switch frames (for this embodiment). Figure 5 shows

an ingress port (ingress port 9) having 5 queues (4 unicast queues 512a, b, 1,

n and the multicast queue 513) containing a total of 14 cells of queued traffic.

Unicast queues 512a, 512b, 5121, 512n have 3, 3, 1 and 4 cells respectively

while die multicast queue has 3 cells.

The request controller 514 identifies the initial switch frame for each

queue. The initial switch frame is the switch frame where the first cell of the

serviced queue is mapped. Furthermore, as discussed/ the first cell is also a

priority cell which generates a primary service request. Thus the initial

switch frame comprises a primary service request that corresponds to the

first cell in the queue. The remaining cells in the queue are non-priority cells

and thus generate secondary service requests. These remaining cells are

mapped sequentially in a round robin fashion across the following switch

frames, one secondary request per switch frame.

Figure 5 shows the service request mapping 520 for unicast queue

512a. Unicast queue 512a has 3 cells. As discussed ahead, the initial switch

frame is determined to be switch frame 515g. Thus switch frame 515g has a

primary service request (for the head of line priority cell) in the service

request space 508x corresponding to unicast queue 512a/egress port 1. The

remaining two non priority cells generate secondary service requests that are
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mapped into switch frames 515h and 515a respectively. The wrap around

from switch frame 515h to 515a completes the notion that the service

requests are mapped in a round robin fashion.

The specific switch frames may be determined by the following:

Switch Frame # =

1 + remainder F (ingress port number) +(offset) +(position in queue)
"

j
[Eqn. 1]

(number of switch planes) ^

Thus in the foregoing example in reference to Figure 5, the ingress

port number is 9 and the number of switch planes is 8 . The position in

queue values are 0,1/2 for the priority cell and two remaining cells

respectively - thus the initial switch frame number corresponds to a

"position in queue" value of 0. "Position in queue" values increase with

each additional cell in the queue. Thus this term may vary as:

Position in queue =

0,1A3, . . . ((number of cells in queue) - 1) I^ =((n^ rfs^ p^H).
[Eqn. 2]

Note that the total number of "position in queue" values should be

limited to the number of switch planes. Otherwise, if higher values were

allowed, deep secondary cells could undesirably map into switch frames

already containing requests for the queue and thus map over earlier

requests. Furthermore, if queue depths less than the number of switch

planes were used, there could be instances where cells were not serviced

even though the switch fabric had enough capacity to do so. For this reason
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it is also recommended that the queue depth of each queue at least equal the

number of switch planes.

Continuing with a discussion of Equation 2 in regard to unicast queue

512a of Figure 5, the offset of the initial switch frame 515g could have been

any number equal to 5, 13, 21, 29, . . . etc. However, for simplicity a modulo

equal to the number of switch planes is similarly recommended (in this case,

8). The offset corresponds to the switch frame number that last submitted a

request for the queue. Thus in this example, switch frame 515fwas the last

switch frame to request service for unicast queue 512a. It is important to note

that switch frame numbers, position in queue values and offsets are

calculated/tracked for each individual unicast queue 512a-n by the request

controller 514. Thus the request controller 514 effectively maps or spreads

service requests across all the switch planes for each unicast queue 512a-n on

an individual round robin basis that is independent of other queues. In

other words, service requests are mapped across the switch planes in a

round robin fashion for each queue independently.

The previous discussion concerning the mapping 520 of service

requests for unicast queue 512a concerned a basic example of unicast queue

mapping. However, as discussed there may be two frame types: unicast and

multicast. As the Switch Frame Request Type 506 values indicate in Figure

5, switch frames 515a, 515e-h are unicast type frames while switch frames

515b-d are multicast type frames. As previously mentioned, multicast

frames have a representation of all the destinations for a single multicast cell.

Thus unicast type frames may carry service requests for more than one

queued cell while multicast frames may carry service requests for a single

queued cell.
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As, in this embodiment, all multicast requests are primary, there is no

distinction between primary or secondary service requests for multicast

cells. Furthermore, switch frame 515b corresponds to the multicasting

schedule for the first queued cell in the multicast queue (since, in this

example, the offset (not shown) of mutlicast queue 513 is 0) while switch

frames 515c and 515d correspond to the multicasting schedule for the second

and third cells in the multicasting queue.

Similar to the unicast queues 512a-n, the request controller 514

effectively maps or spreads multicast service requests across all the switch

planes for the multicast queue 513 on an individual round robin basis that is

independent of the other queues. Thus multicast service requests are

mapped across the switch planes (via switch frames 515a-h) in a round robin

fashion independently.

For clarity, unicast request mapping is compared to multicast request

mapping for this embodiment. A unicast queue (e.g., unicast queue 512a)

typically generates, in a round robin fashion, a total number of service

requests per dock tick equal to the total number of queued cells and,

furthermore, typically generates one primary request (corresponding to the

head of line cell) with the remaining requests (corresponding to the non

head of line cells) being secondary.

By comparison, a multicast queue 513 also generates across all switch

frames in a round robin fashion, a total number of service requests equal to

the total number of queued cells. However, all multicast queued cells

generate primary requests including non head of line as well as head of line

cells.
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As between multicast requests and unicast requests, competition for

service within a particular switch frame is possible since each queue has its

service requests independently mapped. Resolving this contention is

another part of the ingress port selection process. An example of contention

is seen in Figure 5. The desired service request mappings 521, 522, 523 and

524 are shown for unicast queues 512b, 5121, 512n and multicast queue 513,

respectively. Note that the multicast queue service request mapping 524

consumes entire switch frames 5151x1 while the unicast queue service

request mappings 520-523 only consume the section of the switch frame that

corresponds to their unique unicast queue/egress port number. As

discussed, multicast frames represent the multiple egress ports that a

multicast cell is destined for - hence they may consume an entire switch

frame.

Note that the intended unicast service request mappings 521 and 523

associated with unicast queues 512b and 512n overlap (i.e., compete) with

the intended multicast service request mapping 524. This follows directly

from the fact that each queue's service requests are tracked independently

according to equations 1 and 2. Thus, the associated offsets of each queue

are random when compared with one another.

In the example of Figure 5: (1) the associated offset of queue 512a

happens to correspond to a its first cell request (Le., its initial switch frame

position) being mapped into switch frame 515h; (2) the associated offset of

queue 512b happens to correspond to its first cell request being mapped into

switch frame 515c; (3) the associated offset of queue 5121 happens to

correspond to its first cell request being mapped into switch frame 515f; (4)

the associated offset of queue 512n happens to correspond to its first cell
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request being mapped into switch frame 515h and (5) the assodated offset of

the multicast queue 513 happens to correspond to its first service request

being mapped into switch frame 515b.

Contention between multicast and unicast mappings (e.gv unicast

mappings 521, 523 with multicast mapping 524) may be resolved according

to a contention resolution process such as the following: (1) primary cell

requests win over secondary requests; (2) contention between primary

requests is resolved in favor of the queue in speed up mode (which is

discussed ahead); (3) contention between primary requests from queues in

speed up mode are determined by a pointer which may either: (1) always

point to favoring the unicast request(i.e., unicast preferred mode); (2) always

point to favoring the multicast request (Le., multicast preferred mode) or (3)

alternate between favoring unicast and multicast requests (i.e., alternate

mode).

In this embodiment, there is no overlap between unicast requests

since the switch frame has space reserved for each unicast queue.

Furthermore, multiple unicast primary requests may be made within a

single unicast switch frame. Thus, the above described contention process is

used primarily for contention between multicast mappings and unicast

mappings as seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5 shows contention between unicast queues 512b and 512n

with multicast queue 513. The primary requests of the multicast queue

mapping 524 win over the last two secondary requests 530,531 of the unicast

queue 512n mapping 523 (since primary requests win over secondary

requests). Thus multicast queue 513 wins its contention for switch frames
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515b and 515c over unicast queue 512n. Because unicast queue 512b is in

speedup mode, the special case of speed up is next described.

Speedup accelerates service for a specific queue. Since this affects the

degree of requested service, speedup is also a part of the ingress port

selection process. Thus speedup applies to a queue rather than a cell. The

acceleration may be triggered by any condition such as quality of service

parameters or minimum queue delay requirements. For this embodiment,

acceleration is achieved by ensuring that every cell within the queue is

mapped as a primary service request. That is, whereas normal operation

(non-speedup mode) results in only the head of line cell being mapped into

a primary service request; in speedup mode, all cells within a speedup

queue are so mapped.

Thus the significance of speedup in this embodiment is that: 1) for

unicast queues, head of lines cells (ordinarily mapped as primary without

speedup i.e., "10") are mapped as primary with speedup (i.e., "II") ; 2) also

for unicast queues, non head of line cells (ordinarily mapped as secondary

service requests, i.e., "01") are mapped as primary service requests with

speed up (Le., "11"); 3) for multicast cells, all cells (ordinarily mapped as

primary without speedup "10") are mapped as primary with speedup (Le.,

"II"). The changing binary values of the service request will be reflected in

preferential treatment by the switch plane selection process as described

ahead.

Referring back to Figure 5, note that unicast queue 512b and the

multicast queue 513 are in speedup mode. Thus, all three cells within the

multicast queue have their corresponding intended request mappings (into

switch frames 515b,c,d respectively) as primary requests with speedup (i.e.,
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"11")- Similarly, the unicast queue 512b wishes to have its intended

mapping 521 also employ switch frame 515c and 515d. There is no

contention as to switch frame 515e, thus the last mapping value 532 of the

unicast queue 512b mapping 521 is seen as primary with speedup.

The contention between unicast queue 512b and the multicast queue

513 as to switch frames 515c and 515d may be resolved as follows. Because

both queues generate primary requests with speedup ("ll") the third prong

of the contention process is used. At this level, contention is determined by

the mode the request controller happens to be in (unicast preferred,

multicast preferred or alternate). Because, in the example of Figure 5, the

request controller 514 is in multicast preferred mode, the multicast queue

513 wins its contention over unicast queue 512b. Thus the multicast queue

513 gains complete access to switch frames 515b,c,d; unicast queue 512b only

gains access to switch frame 515e (via space 521). As discussed, unicast

queue 512n only gains access to switch frames 515h and switch frame 515a.

The mode of the request controller (unicast preferred, multicast

preferred, or alternate) may be set by the operator or automatically by some

form of traffic monitoring control function. In the alternate mode the

request controller maintains 50%-50% fairness by toggling contention

favoritism between multicast and unicast traffic. In unicast preferred mode

there is 100% favoritism to unicast traffic (i.e., the unicast request always

wins over the multicast traffic). In multicast preferred mode there is 100%

favoritism to multicast traffic (Le., the multicast request always wins over

the multicast traffic).

When a queue loses a contention it does not receive service as to the

amount of lost contention. That is, the number of cells that otherwise would
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have been mapped into switch frame requests will wait until the next clock

tick for service request mapping. If some cells lose contention while others

are not in contention (thus the queue has some cells to be serviced and

others that missed service this cycle) the queue is still serviced in a FIFO

fashion regardless of which cells had no contention and which cells lost

contention. Figure 5 shows an example of this. Were it not for losing

contention, the head of line cell request in unicast queue 512b would have

been mapped into switch frame 515c. Instead, the head of line cell request is

now mapped into switch frame 515e.

The ingress port selection process may be implemented within a

ingress port selection unit. Similar to the mapping unit, the ingress port

selection unit may be implemented with logic gates in any of a number of

different ways. Furthermore, since the two units work closely together, they

may simply be integrated together to substantially form for the request

controller.

Before moving on to the independent schedulers within the switch

plane, the backpressure function must be described. Referring back to

Figure 4b there is a backpressure bit 407 that indicates congestion upstream.

That is, the egress port may indicate congestion to the switch plane or the

switch plane may indicate congestion to the request controller. The effect of

the backpressure bit is to force the schedulers to refuse to send cells to this

line card. Typically, each line card has an ingress side and an egress side.

The congestion on the egress side may be communicated to the switch fabric,

for example, via the switch frames sent by the request controller to the

switch fabric. This approach, avoids requiring direct communication

between the egress side and the switch fabric
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The Independent Scheduler and the Switch Plane Selection Process

As discussed, referring briefly back to the embodiment shown in

Figure 3, on each clock tick every independent scheduler 316 receives a

switch frame from every request controller 314a-n. Typically, each switch

frame contains service requests (including priority requests) for queued

traffic. The independent scheduler is responsible for determining which

requests are to be granted. The independent scheduler is a unit that may be

implemented with any of a number of different logic designs. Figure 6

shows a process of cell switching. First is the aforementioned ingress port

selection and map process performed by the request controller which maps

cell service requests into switch frames. This is labeled as 601 in Figure 6.

Then, as discussed, switch frames (an example of the format of a

switch frame appears in Figures 4a and 4b) are sent to each switch plane

from each request controller. This sending of switch frames is labeled as 602

in Figure 6.

Next, the switch plane selection process (the details of which are

discussed ahead) is performed at each switch plane by the scheduler

associated with each switch plane. The switch plane selection process is the

process by which the switch plane chooses which service requests to grant.

The switch plane selection process is labeled as 603 in Figure 6.

Then, the grants are mapped into a grant frame which is sent back to

each request controller. An example of a grant frame 409 is shownback in

Figure 4c. In this example, the grant frame contains a mapping of grants

410a-n that correspond to the specific requests previously sent by the request

controller. A "1" means the request is granted, a "0" means the request is

not granted. Furthermore, as discussed, at most one request is granted per
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switch frame by an independent scheduler. Thus there may be at most one

high level grant bit per grant frame for unicast switch frames (however,

grants to multicast switch frames should have more than one high level

grant bit per grant frame).

Next, the switch frame grant is processed. This simply means the

granted cell, if any, is pulled from its queue and placed in the next outgoing

switch frame. The switch frame grant process is labeled as 605 in Figure 6.

The cell transmission to the switch plane (labeled as 606) occurs by

encapsulation within the next outgoing switch frame. That is, as discussed

in reference to Figure 4a, there may be a cell 403 along with the request field

401 per switch frame. A request field and the cell granted from the previous

cycle's request is sent to the switch fabric on each clock tick. The switch

fabric therefore should respond to each switch frame within enough time to

give the ingress port enough time to encapsulate the granted cell before the

next dock tick. That is, steps 601 thru 605 of Figure 6 ideally occur within a

single cycle.

Finally, the cell is switched through the switch plane and then

transmitted to the egress port or egress ports in the case of a multicast cell.

The egress port thai processes the cell for outbound transmission. These

processes are shown as 607 and 608 in Figure 6.

Figure 7 shows the architecture of a switch plane with an

independent scheduler 709. Switch plane 709 corresponds to a single switch

plane (e.g. switch plane 309a of Figure 3). In the embodiment discussed

herein, the scheduling process is integrated into the switch plane 709 itself.

Each input control port 701a-n interfaces with a corresponding ingress port

704a-n. The switch plane 709 receives at input control ports 701a-n a switch
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frame from each of the n ingress ports 704a-n. As discussed, switch frames

may contain both service requests for currently queued traffic as well as the

actual cell that was granted in the previous dock tick. In the embodiment

shown in Figure 7, the switch plane 709 is a crossbar type switch and is

capable of switching n cells per dock tick. Generally, when granted cells

arrive at the input control ports 701a-n they are directed to their appropriate

output control ports 702a-n. Similar to the ingress side, each output control

port 702a-n interfaces with a corresponding egress port 706a-n. Thus, each

output control port 702a-n feeds its corresponding egress port 706a-n with

switched cells. Each egress port 306a-m (as shownback in Figure 3) can

handle an output control port feed from each switching plane 309a-h in a

single dock tick.

Thus the switch plane 709 switches granted cells on each dock tick.

Simultaneously, the switch plane processes all the requests that arrived with

the switch frames of the granted ceils. That process, referred to as the

switch plane selection process, is next described.

Figure 8 shows an embodiment of a switch plane sdection process

800 that determines which service requests will be granted. In the first

request phase 801 each input control port 701a-n (referring briefly back to

Figure 7) requests to establish connection with the output control ports 702a-

n. That is, each input control port 701a-n requests connection for every

request received within its incoming switch frame. This means a single input

control port (eg. input control port 701a) may direct connection requests to

multiple output control ports 702a-n. Furthermore as Figure 7 shows, each

output control port 702a-n is configured to receive connection requests from

every input control port 701a-n. Frequently an output control port 702a-n
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receives multiple requests. Referring to Figure 8, the input control ports'

requests) for connection are referred to as a request phase (e.g. request

phase 805a of the first iteration 801).

During the first grant phase 806a, each output control port will grant

only one connection request among the multiple connection requests

(potentially) from the input control ports. Since a single input control port

may have made multiple connection requests it is possible that the same

input control port may receive multiple grants during the first grant phase

806a. If an input control port receives multiple grants (i.e. a multiple

granted input control port) there must be other input control ports that have

not received any grants (since each output control port only grants one

request). Thus there are instances where input control ports do not receive

any grants after the first grant phase 806a (i.e. ungranted input control

ports).

During the first accept phase 807a, each multiple granted input

control port (if any) will accept only one grant. In such an instance, by

accepting only one grant, the remaining output control ports whose grants

to the multiple granted input control port were not accepted go unfulfilled.

The result is wasted switch plane bandwidth. That is, reception of multiple

grants by an input control port results in unfulfilled pairs of input and

output control ports where the number of input control portswho received

no grants equals the number of output control ports whose grant was not

accepted by a multiple granted input control port. These pairs of unfulfilled

control ports correspond to an unswitched cell that otherwise could have

been switched in the dock tick.
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In order to fill remaining pairs of unfilled control ports, the

request/grant/accept process should be repeated (Lev iterated). That is,

after the first iteration 801 (phases 805a-807a) a second iteration 802 (phases

805b-807b) of similar steps is undertaken where the filled input/output

control port pairs do not participate in the second iteration. Thus only those

input control ports that did not receive a grant in the first iteration resend

their connection requests) to the same output control ports as the first

request phase 805a, except for those output control portswho have granted

a request to another input control port and have had that grant accepted by

the control port. For clarity, the first phase of the second iteration 802 is

referred to as a resubmit phase 805b. Only input control ports without a

grant participate in the resubmit phase 805b. After the second iteration is

complete, a third iteration 803 (phases 805c-807c) is performed.

Figures 9a and 9b show an example of the switch plane selection

process. Figure 9a shows the first iteration. During the request phase, input

control port 1 submits connection requests 901, 902, 903 to output control

ports 1, 2 and 4 while input control port 2 submits connection requests to

output control ports 1 and 4. During the grant phase output control ports 1,

2 and 4 grant each of the requests from output control 1. Thus input control

port 2 receives no grants and his requests 904, 905 go unfulfilled. This is

represented by cross-outs on requests 904, 905 in Figure 9a. During the

accept phase, input control port 1 accepts the grant from output control port

1 as an input control port may only accept one grant. This results in the

grants given by output control ports 2 and 4 (to requests 902, 903) going

unfulfilled as represented by the cross-outs in Figure 9a. Thus at the end of
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the first iteration, input control port 1 and output control port 1 are a

matched pair that will not participate in the next iteration.

Figure 9b shows the second iteration. During the resubmit phase,

input control port 1 resends his original requests except for the request sent

to output control port 1. This leaves only one request 906 which is resent to

output control port 4. As no other competing connection requests exist,

output control port 4 will grant this request.

In the embodiments discussed herein, only three iterations are

performed. However, other embodiments may exist with more iterations.

As the number of iterations increases, the theoretical throughput approaches

100%.

In some instances, however, 100% throughput is not possible. For

example, consider the case where only two input control ports have traffic to

switch (i.e, all other input control ports are empty). Furthermore, assume

that the traffic ofboth input controls are destined for the same output

control port. In such an instance the output control port may only grant

access to one input control port at the expense of the other. The non-

serviced input control port can only wait until the next clock tick.

The presence of different switch frame types (e.g., unicast or

multicast) complicates the switch plane selection process. As discussed, a

single multicast switch frame maps service requests according to all the

egress ports needed to realize the multicast connection of a mutlicast cell. In

order to preserve (as best as possible) the quality of service of the multicast

connection, it is desirable to switch all the multicast cells at once. Thus when

satisfying a multicast connection request, all the output controls ports

implicated in the mutlicast connection should concentrate their grants to the
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input control port requesting service for the cell mutlicast. Furthermore, for

multicast requests, a single input control port should accept all the grants

rather than limit acceptance to only one as in the aforementioned unicast

case.

The various priority levels of each request even further complicate the

switching process. Higher priority requests are granted by the output

control ports before lower priority requests. Figure 10a shows the

translation 1001 of switch frame service request to priority level. The

priority level, from highest to lowest, is: first) High Priority, second) Cell

Available, third) Low Priority.

For fairness the scheduler maintains a number of pointers (not

shown). The pointers help determine: 1) whether a multicast request is to be

preferred or not (the Multicast/Unicast Grant Preference Pointer); 2) which

multicast request to select if more than one exists (the Multicast Grant

Round Robin Pointer); and 3) which unicast request to select if more than

one exists (the Unicast Grant Round Robin Pointer).

The Multicast/Unicast Grant Preference Pointer determines whether

to use a grant preference ranking scheme that prefers multicast traffic or, in

the alternative, unicast traffic. In this embodiment, there is one such pointer

per switch plana Thus all n output control ports 702a-n on a single switch

plane 709 (referring briefly back to Figure 7) are in the same mode as to

preferring multicast or unicast traffic as they are all guided by the setting of

a single pointer. Figure 10b shows the preference ranking scheme for an

output control port in multicast preferred mode 1002 as well as unicast

preferred mode 1003. The output control port will always select the grant

that is categorized highest on the preference ranking scheme. The pointer
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setting is quasi-permanent That is, it typically is adjusted only by the

network management operator or under other special conditions. Such

special conditions may employ the use of intelligent and/or automatic traffic

flow monitoring performed in system hardware or software. Such monitors

may perform the adjustment itself. In other embodiments, the switch plane

may operate indefinitely in the mode selected by the pointer and its

corresponding preference ranking scheme.

The Multicast Grant Round Robin Pointer and the Unicast Grant

Round Robin Pointers are used to guarantee 100% fairness to all ingress

ports. That is, whereas the Mutlicast/Unicast Grant Reference Pointer

determines contention between multicast and unicast cells, the round robin

pointers determine contention among ingress ports. Hie preference ranking

scheme consists of a list of n numbers listed sequentially. The pointer rolls

the preference ranking scheme one unit each time the preference ranking is

used. If the output control port has to choose between two requests from

two or more different ingress queues it will select the ingress port listed

highest in the preference ranking scheme. After the selection is made, the

preference ranking is shifted one unit. Thus the ranking continually wraps

around which, over time, guarantees 100% fairness to all ingress ports. In

one embodiment there is one multicast Grant Round Robin Pointer per

switch plane and one Unicast Grant Round Robin Pointer per output control

port. Also, the input control port, if it receives more than grant may also use

the reference and round robin pointers to resolve multiple grant contention

after it first determines which grants are highest priority according to the

currently active preference ranking scheme (as discussed in regards to

Figure 10).
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For one embodiment, referring back to Figure 8, only high priority

connection requests are considered during the first iteration 801. In another

embodiment, only high priority and cell available connection requests are

considered during the first iteration 801. These embodiments may add

further assurance that higher priority connection requests are granted before

lower priority connection requests.

In the foregoing specification, the invention has been described with

reference to specific exemplary embodiments thereof. It will, however, be

evident that various modifications and changes may be made thereto

without departing from the broader spirit and scope of the invention as set

forth in the appended claims. The specification and drawings are,

accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. An apparatus, comprising:

a) an ingress port; and

b) a plurality of switch planes, each of said switch planes having a

dedicated scheduler, each of said switch planes communicatively

coupled to said ingress port.

2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein at least one of said switch planes has at

least one input control port and at least one output control port, each of

said input control ports coupled to each of said output control ports in a

crossbar arrangement.

3. The apparatus of claim 2 wherein said communicative coupling further

comprises one of said input control ports coupled to said ingress port.

4. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said ingress port has at least one

unicast queue.

5. The apparatus of claim 4 further comprising a plurality of unicast

queues, each of said unicast queues dedicated to a specific egress port.

6. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said ingress port has a multicast queue.
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7. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said dedicated scheduler further

comprises a pointer to determine priority between multicast and

unicast traffic.

8. The apparatus of claim 2 wherein said dedicated scheduler further

comprises a pointer to determine priority between contending said

input control ports having multicast traffic.

9. The apparatus of claim 2 wherein said dedicated scheduler further

comprises a pointer for each of said output control ports to determine

priority between contending said input control ports having unicast

traffic.

10. The apparatus of claim 2 further comprising a plurality of ingress

ports, said communicative coupling comprising each of said ingress

ports communicatively coupled to one of each of said input control

ports.

11. An apparatus, comprising:

a) an ingress port having a request controller, said request

controller coupled to a unicast queue and a multicast queue, said

request controller having a mapping unit configured to map a

service request for said unicast and multicast queues; and

b) a plurality of switch planes, each of said switch planes having a

dedicated scheduler, each of said switch planes communicatively

coupled to said request controller in order to receive said requests.
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12. The apparatus of claim 11 wherein said mapping unit is further

configured to simultaneously map a plurality of service requests

organized into a frame.

13. The apparatus of claim 12 wherein said frame further comprises a

unicast frame for requesting service for traffic queued in said unicast

queue.

14. The apparatus of claim 13 wherein said unicast frame further

comprises a request type for indicating unicast traffic requests are

within said unicast frame.

15. The apparatus of claim 13 further comprising a plurality of unicast

queues, each of said service requests corresponding to one of each of

said unicast queues.

16. The apparatus of claim 15 wherein each of said service requests

indicate a request for primary or secondary service and a request for

speedup or no speedup.

17. The apparatus of claim 12 wherein said frame further comprises a

multicast frame for requesting service for traffic queued in said

multicast queue.

18. The apparatus of claim 17 wherein said frame further comprises a

request type for indicating multicast traffic requests are within said

multicast frame.
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19. The apparatus of claim 18 further comprising a plurality of egress

ports coupled to each of said plurality of switch planes, each of said

service requests corresponding to one of each of said egress ports.

20. The apparatus of claim 19 wherein each of said service requests

indicate a request for speedup or no speedup.

21. The apparatus of claim 12 wherein said frame further comprises

traffic whose previous request for service was granted.

22. The apparatus of claim 13 wherein said traffic is ATM traffic.

23. A method, comprising:

a) queuing traffic at an ingress port;

b) requesting switch plane service for said traffic across a plurality

of switch planes; and

c) scheduling said traffic independently at each of said switch

planes.

24. The method of claim 23 wherein said queuing traffic further

comprises queuing unicast traffic into a unicast queue.

25. The method of claim 24 further comprising queuing unicast traffic

into a plurality of unicast queues.

26. The method of claim 25 wherein each of said plurality of unicast

queues correspond to an egress port.
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27. The method of claim 23 wherein said requesting switch plane service

across a plurality of switch planes further comprises spreading service

requests for said traffic in a round robin fashion across said plurality

of switch planes.

28. The method of claim 23 wherein said requesting switch plane service

across a plurality of switch planes further comprises spreading service

requests for said traffic in a round robin fashion across said plurality

of switch planes, each of said service requests indicating either a

request for primary service or a request for secondary service.

29. The method of claim 23 wherein said requesting switch plane service

across a plurality of switch planes further comprises mapping service

requests for queued cells into frames.

30. The method of claim 29 further comprising a plurality of unicast

queues wherein a said frame is sent to each of said switch planes per

cycle, said mapping occurring independently for each of said unicast

queues, said mapping occurring in a round robin fashion across said

plurality of switch planes.

31. The method of claim 29 further comprising a plurality of unicast

queues wherein a head of line unicast queued cell is mapped as a

primary request and non head of line unicast queued cells are

mapped as secondary requests.
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32. The method of claim 29 further comprising a plurality of unicast

queues and a speedup mode wherein all of said queued cells of one of

said unicast queue are mapped as primary requests.

33. The method of claim 29 wherein said queuing traffic further

comprises queuing multicast traffic into a multicast queue.

34. The method of claim 30 wherein said mapping in round robin fashion

is organized according to

1 + remainder \ Ongress port number) + (offset) +(position in queue) ^
(number ofswitch planes) -*

where the position in queue is

0,1,2a . • . ((number of cells in queue) - 1) I_.^^^j
and said offset corresponds to the last said switch plane that received

a request from said independent requesting unicast queue.

35. The method of claim 33 wherein one of said frames is sent to each of

said switch planes per cycle and one frame exists per queued

multicast cell.

36. The method of claim 33 wherein multicast cells are mapped only as a

primary requests.

37. The method of claim 29 wherein multicast traffic is queued into a

multicast queue and unicast traffic is queued into a plurality of

unicast queues, each of said plurality of unicast queues

corresponding to an egress queue.
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38. The method of claim 37 wherein head of line unicast cells are mapped

as primary requests, non head of line unicast cells are mapped as

secondary requests and the head of line multicast cell is mapped as a

primary request.

39. The method of claim 29 wherein said frame further comprises a

plurality of request fields, each of said request fields corresponding to

an egress port,

40. The method of claim 23 wherein said requesting switch plane service

for said traffic across a plurality of switch planes further comprises

including traffic whose prior request was granted.

41. The method of claim 23 wherein said traffic is a combination of

multicast traffic and unicast traffic and said requesting switch plane

service for said traffic across a plurality of switch planes further

comprises a prior resolution of conflict for service between said

multicast and unicast traffic.

42. The method of claim 23 wherein said traffic is ATM traffic.

43. The method of claim 29 wherein said cells areATM cells.

44. The method of claim 29 wherein said frames further comprise

multicast frames and unicast frames.

45. A method, comprising:
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sending service requests to a plurality of switch planes wherein

each of said switch planes independently execute a scheduling

method, each of said scheduling methods comprising

a request phase wherein a plurality of input control ports

request connection from a plurality of output control ports,

a grant phase wherein said plurality of output control ports

at least partially grant said requests,

an accept phase wherein those of said plurality of input

control ports having received at least one of grant accepts a

said grant.

46. The method of claim 45 wherein each of said input control ports are

communicatively coupled to each of a plurality of ingress ports such

that each of said ingress ports sends service requests to a said input

control port.

47. The method of claim 45 wherein said request phase further comprises

translating said service requests to a connection request prior to said

requesting connection, said sending service requests also having

egress port information, each of said connection requests sent to the

appropriate said egress port for each of said service requests.

48. The method of claim 47 wherein said connection requests further

comprise high priority connection requests, cell available connection

requests and low priority connection requests, said grant phase

further comprising independent execution for each of said output

control ports, each of said independent executions granting said high

priority connection requests before said cell available connection
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requests and granting said cell available connection requests before

said low priority connection requests.

49. The method of claim 48 wherein said translating further comprises

translating a primary with speedup request to a high priority

connection request.

50. The method of claim 48 wherein said translating further comprises

translating a primary without speedup service request to a cell

available connection request.

51. The method of claim 48 wherein said translating further comprises

translating a secondary request to a low priority connection request

52. The method of claim 45 wherein said grant phase further comprises

independent execution at each of said output control ports.

53. The method of claim 52 wherein said grant phase further comprises

each of said output control ports only issuing one said grant per cycle.

54. The method of claim 52 wherein said grant phase further comprises

referring to a pointer to determine whether an output control port

shall grant a unicast connection request or a multicast connection

request.

55. The method of claim 52 wherein said grant phase further comprises

referring to a pointer to determine which of a plurality of multicast

connection requests a said output control port shall grant.
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56. The method of claim 52 wherein said grant phase further comprises

referring to a pointer to determine which of a plurality of unicast

connection requests a said output control port shall grant

57. The method of claim 45 wherein said accept phase further comprises

each of said input control ports issuing only one said grant per cycle.

58. The method of claim 57 wherein said accept phase further comprises

referring to a pointer to determine whether a said input control port

shall accept a granted unicast connection request or a granted

multicast connection request.

59. The method of claim 57 Wherein said accept phase further comprises

referring to a pointer to determine which of a plurality of granted

multicast connection requests a said input control port shall accept.

60. The method of claim 57 wherein said accept phase further comprises

referring to a pointer to determine which granted unicast connection

request a said input control port shall accept.

61. The method of claim 45 wherein said scheduling method further

comprises a second request phase, a second grant phase and a second

accept phase such that only those of said input control ports having

not received any said grant phase grants participate and only those

output control ports having not received any said accept phase

acceptances participate.
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62. The method of claim 61 wherein said scheduling method further

comprises a third request phase, a third grant phase and a third accept

phase such that only those of said input control ports having not

received any said second grant phase grants participate and only

those output control ports having not received any said second accept

phase acceptances participate.
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